Traveling Storytime Program
Inventory: Bag Six

Trains and Planes and other Means of Transportation

**BOOKS**
- Pop up: Stickland: *Truck Jam*
- Bloom: *The Bus for Us*
- Crews: *Airport*
- Shannon: *Duck On a Bike*
- Shaw: *Sheep In a Jeep*
- Spence: *Clickety Clack*

**Flannel Board:** The Big Grey Cargo Plane

**Script** for The Big Grey Cargo Plane

**PUPPETS:** Five Wild Animals: Lion, tiger, panda, monkey, elephant.
(To keep to the theme of transportation, ask which of these animals people ride).

**FINGER PUPPETS:** Five Little Passengers
(I had a lot of Happy Guys left over, so now they’re passengers)

Some things you can do with 5 Little Passengers or 5 Wild Animals:
Jump them on a Bed, p. 54; tease Mr. Crocodile p. 47; send them out to play on a spider web p. 63; or tuck them in bed (Five Kittens in the Bed) p. TBA.

**RELATED ACTIVITIES (IN PINK HANDBOOK):**
**Fingerplay:** Two Little Blackbirds
Kittycats

**Stretch:** I am a Rocket Ship
The Noble Duke of York

**Songs:** The Wheels on the Bus
The Big Gray Cargo Plane
(flannel board story)

(Start with all vehicles stacked on top of each other on the board, AIRPLANE on top. Peel them off one by one. The pieces are heavy, so keep a finger on them as you peel off each top layer.)

Once, there was a big gray cargo plane.

It flew in the sky and when it landed and opened its cargo hatch:

Inside was a small freight train, with a black engine, a yellow freight car, and a red caboose.

Inside the freight train, was a blue sail boat with a white sail and a red flag.

Inside the sail boat was an orange truck.

Inside the orange truck was a green car.

Inside the green car was a little red wagon with a yellow handle.

And inside the little red wagon was a gray scooter.